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5 1. INTRODUCTION 
WE TREAT here, from the point of view of vector fields, some questions raised by the 
study of centralizers of diffeomorphisms. The following problem appears in this 
study: let Diff (M) be the set of C” diffeomorphisms of a compact manifold M 
without boundary; if fE Diff-((M), when is its centralizer %‘(f> = 
{g E Diff” (M); f 0 g = g of} trivial (= cf”, n E Z})? Kopell showed in [41 that there is an 
open dense subset of diffeomorphisms in DiE” (S’) (with the C’ uniform topology, 
s 2 2) with trivial centralizer. Later, Palis[5] proved the following theorem: let 
~4 G Diff” (M) be the (open) set of diffeomorphisms which satisfy Axiom A and the 
strong transversality condition; then, there exists an open dense subset of diffeomor- 
phisms in d with discrete centralizer (Diff” (M) with C” topology). AndersonIll had 
proved this in the case d * = Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms, and showed that cen- 
tralizers of diffeomorphisms in a dense subset of L&* are trivial. Rigidity of the 
centralizers of many diffeomorphisms is indicated by these results. We may use them 
in order to exhibit examples of structurally stable foliations of any codimension, with 
very complicated orbit structure. 
We study here some related facts for vector fields. Let S!?(M) be C” vector fields 
on h4, endowed with C” topology. For X f 2?‘(M) we define a centralizer %(X) = 
(f E Diff” (M); f takes orbits of X onto orbits of X}. If AT is the (open) subset of 
2”“(M) of those vector fields which satisfy Axiom A and the strong transversality 
condition, we show that the centralizer of a vector field belonging to an open dense 
subset of AT has the following property: diffeomorphisms in this centralizer and 
CO-close to the identity take each orbit onto itself. 
We apply this theorem to some cases. First we replace the above definition by 
y’(X) = {Y E r(M); [Y, X] = 0). Then, for X in a open dense subset of Ar we have 
T’(X) = {cX, c E R}. We refer the reader to the result of [12]: if X is an Anosov 
vector field and [Y, X] = 0, then there exists h: M + R, first integral for X such that 
Y = hX (in fact, it may be shown that h reduces to a constant). Then we return to 
centralizers of differmorphisms, and give a different proof of the mentioned theorem 
of Palis. 
Now we state precisely the main theorem of this paper. First we set some 
definitions: let X be in r(M), and X,: M + M, t E R, the induced flow. A point x E M 
is nonwandering if for any neighborhood U of x and any real number to > 0 there is a 
t > to such that X,(U) II Uf 0. We say that f satisfies Axiom A if: (i) n(X), the set of 
nonwandering points, is hyperbolic, that is, the tangent bundle of M restricted to 
n(X), Tnc,+f, can be written as a continuous direct sum 
of subbundles which are invariant by dX, V r E R and 
IldX,lE’II 5 C, e-*‘, IldX_LIE”II 5 Cz em@ 
where C,, CZ, A and p are positive constants. Moreover, E,’ is the subspace generated 
by X(x); (ii) fl(X) is the union of singularities of X and the closure of the closed 
orbits of X. 
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The stable manifold of p E n(X) is W’(p) = {x E M; d(X((x), X,(p))+0 as t -+=} 
and the unstable manifold is WU(p) = {x E M; d(X,(x), X,(p)) +O as t + - =}. The set 
U X,( W’(p)) will be the stable manifold of the p-trajectory, and U X,( w’(p)) the 
rER IER 
unstable one. It can be shown (if X is Axiom A) both are immersed C”-submanifolds 
of M. Finally, X satisfies the strong transversality condition when W’(y,) and W”(y2) 
are transverse, for any pair of trajectories yI and yz in n(X). AT will be the set of 
such fields (further details in [6], [8] and [lo]). 
Definition. Y:(X) = {G E Diff” (44); G takes orbits of X onto orbits of X}, X E 
T(M). 
If G E U(X), we may induce g: B(X)+ B(X) on the orbit space of X. 
THEOREM A. For an open and dense subset A; of AT given X E A; there exists a 
neighborhood V of Id E Diff” (M) (in the Co topology) such that if G f %(X> fl V then 
g: 6(X) + O(X) is the identity. Furthermore, there exists a neighborhood V(X) C A; of 
X such that g’: 6(X’) + 0(X’) is the identity if X’ E V(X) and G’ E U(X’) II V. 
82 contains a proof of Theorem A, and 83 contains some applications. 
This work is my thesis at IMPA, under the guidance of J. Palis. I wish to thank 
him, A. Lins Neto, C. Camacho, W. Melo and R. MaiiC for helpful conversations. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We need a “description” of the centralizer of a linear sink (or source) in R”. 
PR~PO&N 1. Let X be a C” vector field defined on a neighborhood U(0) of 
0 E R", 0 being a hyperbolic sink. If G E g(X) and G(0) = 0 we have DG(O)DX(O) = 
DX(O)DG(O). 
Proof. For x# 0 small we have DG(x)X(x) = n(x)X(G(x)), where a(x) is a C” 
function. Then 
DC(x) 
(I 
I I 
DX(tx) dr 
> 
. x = a(x) 
(I 
DX(G(tx)) + DG(tx) dt . x. 
0 0 > 
Putting x = EU, II # 0 and making E + 0 we get 
DG(O)DX(O)u = (lim a(eu))DX(O)DG(O)u, 
64 
so 
(DC(O)-‘DX(O)-‘DG(O)DX(O)) . u = a, . u (a. = ljz a(eu)). 
Therefore, DC(O)-‘DX(O)-‘DG(O)DX(O) = kI for some k E R, that is, 
DG(O)DX(O)DG(O)-’ = kDX(0). Since DX(0) and DG(O)DX(O)DG(O)-’ have the same 
eigenvalues and 0 is a hyperbolic sink for DX(O), we conclude that k = 1. 
Proofs of the following two propositions may be found in (31. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T E r(R") be a linear hyperbolic sink of the form 
Z-(x,, x;, . . ., Xk. x;, xk+l, . . ., x,) = (R,(x,,x;),. . ., Rk(xk,x& Ak+Ixk+,, . . ., A&i), where 
I’& = (2 -li)> 1 zs i 5 k. Suppose T satisfies: (i) Stemberg’s condition: there are no 
relations of the form Re ai = i nj Re aj (with nj 2 0 and i nj 2 2) where al, . . ., an are 
j=l j=I 
the eigenualues of T; (ii) all eigenuafues are different; (iii) A, > Ai, 1 5 i 5 s - 1. Let xc 
be a hyperplane x, = constant = c# 0. If G E v(T) is Co-close to Id, we may induce 
g: Cc -+Zc as follows: if x E Z’, g(x) = G(T(t, x)) fl Cc. Then g is of the form 
g(xt, xi,. . ., xk7 Xi, xk+I, . . .X,-I) = (A,(xl, xi), . . ., Akbk, X2. ak+lxk+l, . . ., as-lx3-l) 
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where 
A{=(: abi) for lzzisk. 
Remark. The set ((0, x,), 0 E R”-‘, x, E R} will be called the weak stable manifold of 
the singularity. . 
PROPOSITION 3. Let T E 8?(R”) be a linear hyperbolic sink of the form 
T(x,, . . .t Xk-I, xk, x;, . . ., xx, xa = (A,x,, . . ., Ak-lxk-I, Rd.%, xi), . . ., R,(x,, X:)), 
Ri = (z -li), ksils. 
Suppose T satisfies: (i) Sternberg’s condition; (ii) all eigenvalues are distinct; (iii) 
A, > Ai, 1 zz i 5 s - 1. Let C(r) be the cylinder x, = r cos 0, xl_ = r sin 8. If G E %(T) is 
C’ 
Co close to Id, we may induce g: C(r)- C(r) as follows: g(x, 0) = 
G(T(t, (x, 0))) n G(r), (x, 0) E C(r). Then g is of the form 
g(x1, . . ., Xk-I, Xk, xi, . . .,&I, xi-,, 0) 
= (a,x,, . . ., ak-Ixk-lt Akbk, x& . . ., A-dx,-l, XL), e + e,) 
where 
Ai = (i: -a:i), ksiss-I. 
Remarks. (i) The set ((0, x,, xi), 0 E R”-*, (x,, x3 E R*} will be called the weak stable 
manifold of the singularity. 
(ii) Propositions 2 and 3 are true for sources; weak unstable manifolds are related 
to the convenient eigenvalues. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X be in Ar, and a(X) be its nonwandering set. If G E %(X) is 
Co-closed to Id E Diff” (M) then the induced g: O(X) + Q(X) 011 the orbit space of X is 
the identity when restricted to a(X). 
Proof. X, is expansive on hyperbolic sets[21. 
The idea of Theorem A is as follows: g: 6(X)--+0(X) restricted to n(X) is the 
identity by expansiveness (Proposition 4). In Propositions 2 and 3 we see that g satisfies a 
very restrictive linear property if X satisfies some Sternberg conditions. Then by an open 
and dense approximation process we make certain pieces of intersection of a stable 
and an unstable manifold demand more flexibility of G than is permitted without 
g = Id. 
Proof of Theorem A. 1. First, we consider vector fields in AT with the following 
properties: 
(i) Sternberg’s condition (with different eigenvalues) at sources and sinks which 
are singularities. 
(ii) Sternberg’s condition (with different eigenvalues) at sources and sinks which 
are closed orbits (more precisely, Poincare diffeomorphisms associated to those orbits 
satisfy Sternberg’s condition for diffeomorphisms). 
(iii) Each attractor (repellor) which is not a singularity or a closed orbit contains a 
closed orbit such that its associated Poincare diffeomorphism, restricted to stable 
(unstable) manifold of this orbit, satisfies Sternberg’s condition for diffeomorphisms 
(with different eigenvalues). 
Let A, be the open dense subset of AT with these properties. 
2. If X E AT, condition (i) implies the following: there exist a neighborhood 
V,(X) C A, open sets Vi 3 Pi where Pi E Sing (X) is sink or source and local charts 
qi( Y): Uj Z R”; Y E V,(X) such that pi(Y)* Y is linear[l, 1 I]. We suppose 
loo 
pi(Y)* Y as in hypothesis of Propositions 2 or 3. Moreover, there exists a neighbor- 
hood V,(Id) C Diff’(M) (in the Co-topology); such that if G E %‘(Y) II V,(Id) then 
qi( Y)Gq,( Y)-’ induces. according to Propositions 2 or 3, maps g,(Y) on 
hyperplanes Cic = x,-‘(c), or cylinders C;. We have a collection {Hi} of (n - I)- 
dimensional Lie groups such that g;(Y) E Hi. In the situation of Proposition 2, the 
trivial foliation of R” - {x,, = 0) by hyperplanes x, = constant induces a foliation $i( Y) 
on Ui - pi( Y)-‘({x, = 0)); in the situation of Proposition 3, the foliation of R” - 
{x,,_, = x, = 0) by cylinders xi_, + x? = constant induces a foliation pi on Vi - 
Cpi( Y)-‘({X,-i = X. = 0)). 
Remark. Let Pi(Y) be the unique singularity of Y on Ui and *‘(Pi(Y)) (or 
*“(Pi(Y)) be its weak stable (or unstable) manifold. We have 
G( W’(Pi( Y))) C *“(Pit Y)) (or G( G’(Pi( Y))) C w”(Pi( Y))). 
3. Condition (ii) implies the following: for X E A, there exist a neighborhood 
V*(X) C A, cross sections Zi to closed orbits t7i of X which are sink or source and 
local charts ‘I’i( Y): 2; 5 R”-‘; YE V,(X) such that ‘I’i(Y)Pr,(Y)‘I’i(Y)-’ is linear; 
here, Pri(Y) is the Poincare diffeomorphism defined by the flo,w of Y on the fixed 
cross section Ci [I, 111. Besides, there exists a neighborhood V*(Id) C Diffm(M) (in the 
Co-topology) such that G E U(Y) n V2(Id) induces on Ci a diffeomorphism 
Gi( Y): xi - ‘” Ci such that Gi( Y)Px, = Px,G( Y); it follows that gi( Y) = 
9i( Y)G,( Y)*,( Y))’ is linear[4] and there exists a collection {Ki} of (n - I)-dimensional 
Lie groups such that gi( Y) E Ki. 
Remark. Let Ti(Y) be the unique closed orbit of Y, with period approximately 
equal to period of ni, contained inside a neighborhood of vi, and r?/‘(ni( Y)) (or 
IJ”“(qi(Y))) be the weak stable (or unstable) manifold of qi( Y). We have 
G( %“(ni( Y)) C W’(qi( Y)) (or G( 6’“(ni( Y))) C G"(~i( Y))) if G E Vz(Id) il V(Y). 
4. Let fl,, . . ., fl, be the sinks and sources of the spectral decomposition of 0(X> 
(X E A,) which are neither singularity nor closed orbit[8]. Each Ri contains a closed 
orbit yi with property (iii), that is, if Zi is a cross section to yi and if Zi = Ci n W;x(yi) 
(or xi fl W;l,(yi), according to the basic set being sink or source), then Psi = PriIs, 
satisfies Sternberg’s condition. A vector field in a neighborhood V,(X) of X has the 
same property: each of its sinks and sources n,(Y), . . ., s2,( Y)(fli( Y) close to 
fli(X),[8]) has a closed orbit ri( Y) (contained in a neighborhood of yi(X)) such that if 
Zi( Y) = Ci n W;bc(yi( Y)) (or Zi fl W&(yi( Y)) then PQ~, = Pzi( Y)/~yj satisfies Stern- 
berg’s condition. Therefore, there exist local charts {F(Y): Zi( Y) 5 RNi, Y E V,(X), 
Ni = dim zi( Y)} such that: [i( Y)Pt,(y)S;:( Y)-’ is linear. According to Proposition 4, 
G(n(Y)) = Yi(Y) so ‘G(W‘(x(Y))) C W’(Yi(Y)) ( or G( W”(yi( Y)) C W’(yi( Y))) for 
G E U(Y) fl VJId) (V,(Id) c Diff” (M), neighborhood of Id in the Co-topology). Then, 
G E %(Y) fl VJ(Id) induces on %i( Y) a diffeomorphism Gi( Y): Zi( Y) + Zi( Y) such 
that Gi( Y)Pziy, = Piky,Gi( Y). It follows that gi( Y) = [i( Y)Gi( Y)[i( Y))’ is linear, and 
there exists a collection {Li} of Lie groups such that gi(Y) E Li (if ni is a sink, 
dim Li = dim W’(yi) - 1; if fii is a source, dim Li = dim Wy(yc) - 1). 
From now on, neighborhoods of X E A, will be taken in V(X) = A V,(X), and 
i=l 
neighborhoods of Id E Diff”(M) in V(Id) = A Vi(Id). Any perturbations of X we 
i=I 
construct will have (closed) support away from a(X). Finally, we observe that: 
ev,: Hi + R”-‘, eu,(T) = T * x (T E. Hi, x E R”-‘) 
eu, : Ki + R”-I, eu,(U) = LJ . y (U E Ki, y E R”-I) 
Ed,: Li + RN’, eu,(V)= V-z (V E Li, z E RN*, Ni = dim L,). 
are diffeomorphisms for x, y and z belonging to open dense subsets of R”-’ or RNi. 
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5. Take a vector field X E A, Then, just one of the following statements is true: 
(i) X is an attractor-repellor vector field; 
(ii) given an attractor a, E n(X), there exists a saddle fi, such that W’(fl,> fl 
WU(fi,) f 0. 
Case (i). (iA) The attractor n,(X) and the repellor n,(X) are basic sets both 
distinct from singularity or closed orbit of X (we will use the notation of (4)). We will 
show how to construct A; that satisfies Theorem A as an open dense subset of Ar. 
Take fO> 0 such that Z,(Y) ?I ,si~s, (Y,(WLdyd Y)))) = s(Y) f 0; S(Y) is an 
embedded submanifold of Z,(Y). Therefore S(Y) = t,( Y)(S(Y)) is an embedded 
submanifold of RN’, tl YE Y(X). Now, there exists t, > to (t, - to small) such that 
G(osys,, Y,(W&(Y~W) c o5LJ, Y,(WXy2(Y))) if G E q(Y) f~ VW; so %Y)C s,(Y) 
is locally invariant by G,(Y): then S(Y) is locally invariant by g,(Y) f LI, if G E 
q(Y) n V(Id). We may suppose that points of S(Y) satisfy the remark at the end of 
(4). Take a, E S,(X) and Q(a,) C RN1 small neighborhood of a, in RNl. We have that 
eui,‘(Q(a,)n S(X)) = S,(X) is an embedded submanifold of L,, IdE S,(X) and 
cod S,(X) > 0 (relative to L,). Choose azE Q(a,) belonging to S(X) and Q(a2) 
neighborhood of u2 in RN1 such that V(a3 fl V(a,) # 0. Now approximate X by a 
vector field (still named X), without changing Q(a,) fl S(X), in order to eu:i(Q(aJ tl 
S(X)) = 5&(X) (an embedded submanifold of L, which contains Id) be transversal to 
S,(X) at Id E L, (in the usual sense if dim S,(X) + dim ST(X) I NI, or in the other 
case, T&,(X) n T,&(X) = (0)). If T,,S,(X) fl AL& = {O}, the new vector field has 
the desired property, that is, there exists V(Id) C V(Id) such that if G E V(Id) n e(X) 
then g,(X) = Id. Furthermore, a neighborhood V(X) C V(X) has the same property 
relative to V(Id) (because of continuous dependence of stable and unstable manifolds 
of a closed orbit with the vector field, and continuity of the linearizations we have 
taken): if G E V(Id) n Z(Y); then g,(Y) = Id for Y E V(X). Now, if dim (T&,(X) fl 
Ti+SZ(X)) > 0, we choose a3 E Q(aJ U Q(az) on S(X) and Q(a3) C RN! a neighborhood 
of a3 such that Q(a3) tl [Q(aJ U Q(az)] = 0. We again approximate X by a vector field 
(named X again), without changing [Q(a,) U Q(az)] fl S(X), in order that eu,i(Q(aJ il 
S(X)) = S,(X) be transversal to S,(X) n S*(X) at Id E L,. If dim fl T&(X) = 0, we 
i= 1.2.3 
are done. If not, we go on until we get dim n TldSi(X) = 0. We conclude that there 
exist neighborhoods V(X) and V(Id) such that if G E V(Id) fl q(Y), Y E V(X) then 
g,(Y) = Id, or g: 6(Y)+ B(Y) restrict to W’(yi( Y)) U fI( Y) is the identity. We easily 
extend this to M using that W’(y,( Y)) is dense in W’(O,( Y)) (we may need to shrink 
V(Id)). The vector field X so obtained belongs to the set A; that we are looking for. 
With slight differences, the other cases are proved analogously; in some of them, 
the role of s,(Y) is played by .hyperplanes or cylinders, and that of Wy(y2(Y)) is 
played by the weak unstable manifolds of the singularity or closed orbit. We may 
have problems with the lack of codimension (it was essential in the proof of (iA) that 
cod S,(X) > 0); a case-by-case argument is needed. We will study two more cases to 
show how to proceed. 
(iB) The attractor n,(X) = {P,} is a singularity, and the repellor n,(X) is distinct 
from closed orbit or singularity. There exist a hyperplane C, c R” (or a cylinder 
C, c R”) and a real number to > 0 such that S,(Y) 3 
Cpit Y>-‘t~l) i+l o5K,o Ytt WiLd(Y*( Y))) = S(Y) Z 0 (or 
cp,( W(C,) r=4 o5K,o YA WLadY2( Y)) = St Y) = 0); SC y> is an embedded submanifold of 
q,(Y)-‘(CJ (or qol(Y)-‘(C,)). It follows that cp,(Y)(S(Y)) = S(Y) is an embedded 
submanifold of 2, (or C,) (and with codimension > 0), V Y E V(X). If we restrict 
V(Id), we may say that 3 t, > r,, (r, - to small) such that 
Gto5~,, Y,tWLtdrttY)))) C ,JJ_ Ytt Wibcad~)) for G E U(Y) n V(Id). 
1 
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Therefore, s(Y) is locally invariant by G,(Y) (induced by G on q,(Y)-‘(Z,) or 
(p,(Y)-‘(C,)); then, S(Y)c Z, (or S(Y) C C,) is locally invariant by g,(Y); further- 
more, g,(Y) E H,. We go on as in case (iA). 
(iC) The attractor n,(X) = n, and the repellor !&(X) = n2 are closed orbits. First 
we suppose that dim M > 3 or that PI, is not a rotation if dim iM = 3. There exists 
fo > 0 such that Z, h o_~l Y,( %‘L,,($Y))) = S(Y) f 0. Therefore, S(Y) = U,(s( Y)) 
is an embedded submanTfo:d of R”-‘, with codimension > 0. As before, g,(Y) E K, and 
S(Y) is locally invariant by g,(Y). We go on as in (iA). 
If dim M = 2, we take A E Z,, and the Poincare diffeomorphism Py from an 
interval V(A) C C, to an interval contained in 2,. Then, PY = Yt( Y)Pyly,(Y)-, is a 
diffeomorphism from an interval I of R to an interval I C R, such that g,( Y)py = 
Qvg,( Y), that is, a&(x) = py(bx) (G E V(Id) n q(Y)>. Let f = px, and fix xl, x2 E I. 
Approximate X by a vector field (still named X) in order to have 
x,f’(x,)f(xz) f xf’(xJf(x,). Now, the maps (u, u) A Uf(X,) - f(vx,), i = 1,2, defined 
on a neighborhood of (1, 1) are submersions. The above condition implies 
a,-‘(O) 8l aI-’ at (1, 1). Then, restricting V(Id), we obtain that &Y(X) = 9u(bx) only 
if D = 6 = 1 for G f %‘(Y) n V(Id). If dim A4 = 3, and PC,, Px2 are rotations, we get 
(with the same notation as before) g,( Y)py = Byg2( Y), where g,(Y) = (E II”> and 
g*(Y) = (; -i). Fix xl and x2 (on the domain of 8X = f), and approximate X in 
order to have jx,j’~~(x~)l~ det Df(x,) # Ix2121~(x,)l’ det Df(xJ. The maps 
(4 u, w, 2) L (i -uu)ftXi)ef((~ -z)Xi), i= 1,2, 
defined on a neighborhood of (1, 0, 1.0) are submersions; by the condition above, we 
have a,-,(O) m a~-‘(0) at (l,O, 1,O). Therefore (restricting V(Id) if needed), we obtain 
a = ii = 1 and b = 6 = 0 as a condition to be g,(Y)Sv = 9ug,( Y), for G f 
%‘(Y) n V(Id). The other cases are very similar. 
Case (ii). Let Q,(X), . . ., Ok(X) be the attractors of X E Ar. Given n,(X), there 
exists a saddle di(X) such that Ws(s2i(X)) fl W”(fii(X)) # 0. By the Structural Stabil- 
ity Theorem [4] there exists a neighborhood V(X) c A(T) such that Y E V(X) has 
fin,(Y)* * . ., f&(Y) as attractors (close to those of X) and saddles a,(Y), . . ., fik( Y) 
(not necessarily distinct) close to saddles a,(X), . . ., J%(X); furthermore, 
Ws(Oi( Y)) n W”(!?li( Y)) # 8. We argue as in case (i) with the pair (a,(X), G,(X)), and 
obtain neighborhoods V,(X) C v(X) and V,(Id) such that g: O(Y)-+ 6(Y), restricted 
to W’(fl,( Y)) is the identity, for YE V,(X) and G E V,(Id) II q(Y). Repeating the 
argument with (%(X7, J%(X)), . . ., tWW, G(X)>, we obtain neighborhoods V,(X) C 
. . . C V,(X) and Vk(Id) C V,(Id) such that g: 0(Y)+ 0(Y) restricted to W’(fii( Y)), 
1 I i zz k is the identity for Y E Vi(X) and G E Vi(Id) E v(Y). Therefore, we have 
that g: 0(Y)+ 6(Y), restricted to ,!J Ws(12i( Y)), is the identity for Y E V,(X) and 
i=l 
G E Vk(Id) fl %(Y). By Proposition 4, g restricted to a(Y) is the identity. Finally, 
stable manifolds of saddles are handled as in the end of (iA). This finishes the proof of 
Theorem A. 
Now we make some remarks on Theorem A. First, closeness to identity is 
essential, as the following example shows. Take X Morse-Smale on Sz with orbit 
space as in the picture. 
Let fx: S2-+ S2 be the Morse-Smale diffeomorphism whose orbits are contained in 
orbits of X and such that if AN’, X,’ (resp. hs’, As’) are the eigenvalues of d/,(N) (resp. 
dfx(S)) with respect to weak and strong unstable manifolds (resp. stable ones) of X in 
N (resp. S) then AN’ < 0, AN2 > 0 (resp. As’ < 0, As2 > 0). It is clear that fx f U(X). Such 
a situation cannot be changed by a perturbation of X. 
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We may think then that, if f E w(X), f or f’ would be the identity on orbit space of 
X(X E A$C AT open and dense). Another way: take X without singularities and try 
to get f E %(X) trivial on orbit space (in fact, this is true for an open dense set of 
vector fields, without singularities, on the two dimensional torus or on the Klein 
bottle). This corresponds to the conjecture that, for an open and dense subset of 
diffeomorphisms satisfying Axiom A and the Strong Transversality condition, the 
centralizer reduces to the powers of the diffeomorphisms. 
in 
Y 
53. APPLICATIONS 
Now we present some applications of Theorem A. 
(a) Here we consider commuting vector fields. 
Definition. Given X E 2?‘(M), Z’(X) = {Y E 3?‘(M); [Y, X] = 0). 
THEOREM B. For X E B?‘(M) belonging to an open and dense subser of uecror;ields 
AT, we have 
%7’(X) = {cX; c E R}. 
Proof. Let Af be the open dense subset of AT as in Theorem A, X E A; and 
E q’(X). Now, Y, E %(X) v r E R. If r is small, Y,(Xs(x)) = Xd(s.r.r) V s E R; then, 
r? 
there exists q: M-Sing (X) G R such that ‘Y = *X on M-Sing(X). But [Y, X] = 0, 
then u[’ is first integral of X on M-Sing(X). It is easy to see that 9 is constant on 
stable manifolds of attractors that are not singular. Taking a linearization of X at a 
singular sink, we conclude also that 9 is constant on its stable manifold. All these 
constants are the same, because the union of stable manifolds of saddles has empty 
interior. 
Remark. If X is Anosov, Proposition 4 (applied to hyperbolic sets) implies Y = h . k 
if [Y, X] = 0, where h is a first integral of X (see 1121 too). As X E AT, we have 
h = constant. 
(b) Using suspensions of diffeomorphisms and Theorem A, we may redemonstrate 
the result of [5]. Let d be the set of diffeomorphisms satisfying Axiom A and Strong 
Transversality condition. 
THEOREM C. For an open dense subset d’C $2, given f E d’ there exist neighbor- 
hoods. V(f) c d’ and V(Id) c Diff (M) (in rhe Co-topology) such that if f E Vci> and 
g E V(Id) n %u) then g = Id (+2(f) = {g E Diff” (M); a = z}). 
Proof. Take f, E &; we will approximate fl by f E ~2 with the desired property. 
We suspend[lO] f, to (H,, M). where Hi is a vector field on M with global cross 
section MO = M; the associated Poincare diffeomorphism PHI: MO+ MO, PH,(x) = 
H,(l, x) is conjugated to f ,: there exists a diffeomorphism rp: M c”\ MO such that 
PH,(p = cpf, (remark: we will consider neighborhoods of HI restricted to vector fields H 
such that PH(x) = H(1, x)). With a little care we can approximate HI by H satisfying 
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Theorem A. We observe now that to g E %(P,) we associate continuously G E q(H): 
if m E 2, there exists r(m) ~0 (the least possible such that H(- t(m), m) E M,; then, 
G(m) = H(t(m),g(m)). From Theorem A it follows that there exists V(Id) C 
Diff”(M,,) such that if g E %:(P,) fl V(Id) then g = Id. We take f = (p-‘PH(P and 
V(Id) = cp-‘V(Id)(p. The proof is easily completed. 
(c) We study now an example of a structurally stable product foliation on M X S’, 
where M is compact, without boundary and with zero Euler characteristic. Take on M 
a C” structurally stable vector field without singularities [7], belonging to the set A; of 
Theorem A; and on S’, we take a rotation R. Vector fields (X, 0) and (0, R) on M x S’ 
commute, so we have an R*-action on M x S’. The corresponding foliation 9 is 
C^-structurally stable. To prove this, take 3’ C-close to 9; if z E S’, leaves of 9’ 
intersect M x (z} in a line field (without singularities) whose orbits are the same as the 
orbits of a vector field Xi C-close to X, = X on M x {z}. Then: each leaf of 9’ 
crosses M x {z} along a unique orbit of Xi (this is trivially true for 9 relative to X,). 
Proof: define R’ on h4 x S’ as follows: given (m, z) E M x S’, R’(m, z) will be the 
projection of (R, 0) onto the tangent space of the p-leaf by (m, 2). It is easily seen 
that R’-trajectories are contained in the leaves of 9’; therefore, the PoincarC 
diffeomorphism R; induced by R’ on M X {z} belongs to %(X3. But Xi and R: are 
close to X and Id, V z E S’, so by Theorem A we conclude that R: is the identity on 
orbit space of Xi, and the statement follows. Now it is easy to construct a 
equivalence between 9 and p. 
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